
After arrival your first step is to unwind, unplug from daily life, and 
start connecting to your partner. Starting with a welcome session to set 
the tone for the weekend you will wrap up the evening with a wine & 
chocolate tasting before your first romantic meal alone. 

Get  Adventurous & Get Intimate

The Intimacy Adventure 
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We connect with you both individually and as a couple (a simple one-
hour process, when it works for you) to learn what you are aching for 
in your relationship & to see how we can fully accommodate your 
experience. 

 We curate each desired adventure, spa treatments, and other expert lead 
experiences, in order to make your experience fulfilling & relaxing. 

From the moment you step off the plane this trip is all about you 
and your relationship. With everything covered, all you need to 
do is arrive at your destination and then let us take it from there.

Founder & Couples Guide, Lindsay Gurley will create a custom itinerary 
and intimacy program for your relationships needs and desires. Tailored 
to fit each client couple, it will be a roadmap for your experience before 
& after the Intimacy Adventure. 

Let the adventure begin after a peaceful night of sleep and private breakfast. 
The day begins with a short morning couples session before we head out on 

your custom curated adventure. Connect, have fun in the wild, and push 
your own boundaries.   

As a couple, every moment is a time to learn and explore with one 
another. We will take the afternoons to process the experience and 
put communication, relationship, and intimacy tools into practice. 

This is when the real magic happens. You can learn anything but can you 
actually put it into practice? Taking time during the trip to connect and put 

your tools to practice. Take that practice home with a custom created 
strategy for your relationship goals. 


